CHAPTER 47
Baby s Mental Education
The Controlling Center. Nor can the mental be divorced
from the physical, for the mind is over all. There is no physical
activity without power current from the mental centers. And
the physical things that baby learns to do are dependent upon
the control and cooperation of the mind. As muscle, poise, and
efficiency are being acquired, so is the power of nervous and
mental control strengthened and increased* The mind is the
general manager that governs all physical action until such time
is certain physical acts become reflex and automatic, so that
they may work for themselves without special attention from
the chief center.
Reasoning Powers. The time comes in baby's development
when attention may well be paid to his power of thought,™
that higher function of the mind which is carried on independent
Df physical activity and for which, the automatic having been
established, the conscious centers were especially designed,—
the time when baby's intelligence must come in for its special
education. Baby's intelligence has, of course, been developing
along with everything else, and on the right physical program
is a background, he has come to be more and more keenly alert,
[n fact, we are daily amazed at baby's display of intelligence.
[s there anything to be done now that his wonderful power of
thought may be utilized and directed; that his powers of intelli-
gence may expand in the right direction, and result in that de-
velopment of thought and acquisition of knowledge that will
mean the most for him in his preparation for life?
Surroundings Determine Mental Activity. Again we may
say that much more may be accomplished in this regard than
is ordinarily supposed. We are so prone to take things for
granted, and to accept as our standard things as they have always
been. Who knows the possibilities of the human mind, or what
it would mean could a full opportunity for development be given
the child at the time when his mind is most receptive, most ca-
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